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EDRAT is pleased to announce the release of its
new software solution. GOT-It optimization software
comes on board to join the community of CEDRAT
modeling tools (Flux, InCa3D, Portunus) and offers the
ability to boost their capabilities to deﬁne the best device
conﬁguration(s).

General software presentation
Based on the technology developed by J.L. Coulomb in
G2Elab, GOT-It is a powerful and reliable optimization
tool which can solve any optimization problem (with one
or several objectives, and with or without constraints). A
full range of optimization algorithms (genetic, conjugate
gradients, Niching,...) enables the user to select the best
method for his application. A user friendly interface with
interactive commands helps the user to easily deﬁne and
optimize his problem.
Thanks to its advanced
functionalities for indirect optimization, model
reduction and sensitivity
analysis, GOT-It can efﬁciently boost the design
& optimization process
of any industrial device.
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The Best Tool to Find the Optimum Solution
GOT-It features an advanced coupling technology with
the CEDRAT software suite (Flux 2D/3D ﬁrst, InCa3D
and Portunus will come soon) which gives it the ability to
optimize functions provided from numerical simulations or
a combination of numerical and analytical simulations.

Electromagnetic actuator optimization example
The study device is presented in the following ﬁgure. It is an
electromagnetic actuator composed of a ﬁxed U magnetic
core, moving part and 2 coils. The operation principle is
based on the magnetic force exerted on the moving part
while the electric current is supplied to the coils. At a given
force the moving part reaches the ﬁxed part establishing
the closed position of the device.

Results Flux

Indirect optimization method on response surfaces

As presented in the general workﬂow below, the
optimization process with GOT-It consists of:
1) Deﬁning the parameter(s) to be varied
2) Deﬁning the objectives functions to be optimized and
the constraints to be respected
3) Deﬁning the optimization problem to be solved, its
objectives and possibly constraints
4) Launching the optimization
5) Analyzing the results using tables, plots, 3D
surfaces
6) Saving all results and problem description in logbooks
(html format)

  










  


Study device to be optimized

The goal of this study is to minimize the electrical losses
of the actuator while maintaining the size and physical
constraints (non saturation of the core, maximum current
density, and minimum force). The sole objective and various
constraints of the optimization problem are represented in
the table below:
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Objective

Minimize the electrical losses by at least 10%

Constraints

Minimum force of 200 N
Maximum total width of 130 mm
Maximum ﬂux density of 1.7 T
Current density below 4 A/mm2

Flux software is used to design the device and compute its
performances and GOT-It is used to perform the optimization
of the Flux project.

GOT-It optimization de�nition
First, the Flux model deﬁnition will be presented. Then, the
optimization procedure will be detailed. Lastly, the results
will be discussed.
(continued on page 11)
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GOT-It: CEDRAT New Optimization Tool. Enjoy it! (continued)
The device is designed using the Magneto Static 2D
application in Flux. The geometry is parameterized as well
as the ampere-turn value (AT) for the coils.
The force on the moving part is evaluated by a sensor and
associated to an I/O parameter. A post processing Python
ﬁle is used in order to analyze the ﬂux density (min, max
and mean values) on the magnetic core and store the values
in three I/O parameters (B_min, B_max and B_mean).

WCOIL; while the screening on the Fmin_CTRT function
strengthens the inﬂuence of TCORE and DEPTH.
The result is a list of 5 varying parameters for the
optimization: AT, TCORE, DEPTH, HCOIL and WCOIL. The
other parameters are considered ﬁxed.

The component for GOT-It coupling is generated as follow:

Input Parameters
piloted by GOT-It

Ouput Functions evaluated in ﬂux and sent back
to GOT-It

Flux model de�nition
In GOT-It a Flux communicator is created in order to
recover the data from the Flux project (10 parameters and
4 functions) and to exchange data during the optimization
process. Then, the intervals of variation of the parameters
are deﬁned as well as the objective and the constraints
functions. The objective function for the losses minimization
is deﬁned in GOT-It using an analytical formula as shown
in the table below:

The results
A Sequential Surrogate Optimizer (SSO) is used to perform
an indirect optimization based on response surfaces
(approximations of the objective and constraints functions).
This indirect optimization method reduces the number of
the Flux evaluations and saves computation time. Thus,
only 120, instead of 147, Flux evaluations were calculated,
and the computation time was reduced by 3.
The results of the optimization are presented in the table
below. The losses have decreased by more than 12% with
respect to all of the constraints.
Name

Initial

Optimum

AT

1000

1027

DCC

5

5

DEPTH

20

25

EPS1

5

5

EPS2

1

1

GAP

1.5

1.5

HCOIL

35

40

Carea (coil section)

WCOIL*HCOIL

TCORE

20

18

MLT (coil mean length by
turn)

2*((2*(WCOIL)/
2+TCORE+2*EPS2)+(2*(WCOIL)/
2+DEPTH+2*EPS2))

TMOBILE

20

20

WCOIL

18

21.24

LOSSES

8.533 W

7.465 W

FEM_FORCE

171.87 N

198.9 N

B_max

1.64 T

1.62 T

LOSSES (electrical losses
in the coil)

2*((1.68E-8*MLT)/Carea)*(AT)**2/0.0010

The force and the ﬂux density constraints are deﬁned in
the function of the simulation results sent back from Flux.
All of the constraint functions are normalized in order to
keep the values grouped together as shown in the table
below:
Bmax_CTRT (non saturation constraint)

(B_MAX-1.7)/B_MEAN

Width_CTRT (width constraint)

((WCORE+2*WCOIL+2*EPS2)-130)/130

Jmax_CTRT (current density constraint)

((AT)/(WCOIL*HCOIL)-4)/4.

Fmin_CTRT (force constraint)

((200+FEM_FORCE)/
AT**2)/(200/2000.**2)

In total there are 9 parameters that can be varied for
the optimization, only GAP is ﬁxed. In order to reduce
the number of variation parameters, two screening
analyses are performed to determine the most inﬂuential
parameters. The screening on the LOSSES function
highlights the inﬂuence of the parameters AT, HCOIL and
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Optimized device.

Conclusion
Thanks to the new optimization tool GOT-It, it is now
possible to set-up an optimization problem easily and ﬁnd
the best conﬁgurations of a device regarding a design
objective and associated constraints. The tool is able to
drive Flux models in an efﬁcient way, allowing to reduce
the number of calls to the ﬁnite element evaluations. It is
really the key of optimization based on numerical models.
In this article, good results have been obtained on a
simple 2D magneto-static example, mixing both analytical
and numerical functions to get an improved design. The
same method applies to 3D or transient models. In the
case of actuators, we can for example minimize the time
response or maximize the efﬁciency. GOT-It will guide you
to search the design space and help you to ﬁnd innovative
solutions!
More information on: www.cedrat.com
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